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Awareness:
To be aware that we all
are part of nature and
that everything is
connected.
Love:
Nature is our home our life
and it’s amazingly
beautiful. Loving nature is
loving ourselves.
Respect:
All living and non-living
beings have their role to
play in sustaining the web
of life. All deserve
respect.
Care:
Human also have a role to
play in sustaining the web
of life. We need to take
care of nature.

Reflections by Om Sunisa Jamwiset
From Kalasin Province, in the North-East of Thailand,
we got a successful outcome in connecting with school
children and together connecting with nature,
strengthening our connection and network with the
Moral Bike group. We then headed back to Nong Khai,
our home and the base of Gaia School Asia.
I felt very excited to come back home to Gaia
Ashram after the long journey. I enjoyed and
appreciated what we did along the way. I was just
physically not well & that made me look forward to
coming back
home.
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Gaia Ashram is the base
of Gaia School Asia.
Gaia Ashram is an
alternative education
center on Ecovillage
Design, Permaculture &
Deep Ecology in the
North-East of Thailand.
We offer this space for
people to learn & deeply
connect with Nature.
More info go to:
Gaia Ashram

Nature at Gaia Ashram
Looking back from the beginning of
the journey until this point, I felt
thankful to have Lucie, Kate and
Tom that gave a lot of effort and
inputs to the journey, and for their
understanding about my physical
situation.
After the last camp with the Moral
Bike group, Kate, Tom and myself
headed back to Gaia Ashram with
excitement to see the land after
our absence for 2 months. We were
glad that we had about 3 weeks
before the next Nature Youth Camp
at the Gaia Ashram take place.
When we arrived home, the Gaia
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Ashram, we found that the land was
quite green, unlike what we
expected to see in dry season. Most
trees were green and growing. It
was again a reminder why we
wanted to take the journey to
spread awareness around nature
among children. Nature has amazing
ability to grow, sustain & restore
herself. If we are part of nature
like we believe, we must take part
in the process of growing, sustaining
& restoring nature.
Sometimes we need to give our
hearts and our hands to join in the
process of nature. Sometimes we
need to just let it be, let nature do
her work and we have to step aside
and observe.
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“It is like when we people are not
there on the land, there is someone
(invisible) that is there and is keeping
everything alive”

Learning from
Nature
Gaia Ashram aims to be a
place where we live
holistically, practice and
realize interconnectedness
and the oneness of all
living and non-living
beings.
We have a dream and
belief that human beings
will learn to live in
harmony with nature, learn
to see that all beings are
part of one big family,
sharing the same home and
that all beings have their
role to play in maintaining
and sustaining– the web of
life.

Every time when we are away from the land,
especially in the rainy season, even for a couple
days, it’s always exciting when we return back
because we knew we‘re going to see some changes
on the land. Many trees and plant will grow or be
overgrown. Many animals such as bugs, insects, frogs,
snakes, birds will be stirring. It feels like when we
people are not there on the land, there is someone
(invisible) that is there and is keeping everything
alive. Sadly there is also always something that gets
weak and dies when we are away. That’s because
those elements still rely on us, on our energy to
maintain them and these elements are not yet
integrated in the maintenance managed by the
invisible hands that are always there.
Just three year ago the Gaia Ashram land was a rice
field with nothing else on it. Now slowly the land is
coming back to life by giving nature the space to do
what she needs to do. We are like humble servants
(sometimes not very humble) in this beautiful cocreative process.
We were happy to see that many birds are now
making their nests in the small trees on Gaia Ashram
land. It marks an exciting next phase in developing
the land, the birds feel comfortable to raise their
young on this land and life feels comfortable on the
land.
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Nature Youth Camp
We spent the first two weeks partly working on
documenting the journey in Kalasin sharing and
posting the materials, and partly working on the
land. The third week we mostly spend time on
preparing for the Nature Youth Camp. It was
enjoyable time of balancing myself back to my
center before the next Nature Youth Camp
started.
Kate was not with us for the Nature Youth Camp.
Myself and Tom were the main facilitators and we
had four volunteers helping us out; Michelle, Stein,
Brendan and Kaitan. We had Krootoo Sarawut and
4 of his students from the Moral Bike group join us
and help out for the last two days. We also had
Liam, his wife and three years old son joining and
helped out.
The Theme we designed for the 7 days Nature
Youth Camp was Forest and biodiversity. This
theme was a continued learning from the last
Nature Youth Camp in 2013, which was on the
theme of reforestation. We had about 18 kids
joining the camp this year from age 8 – 17 years
old. Some of them came on and off during the
camp. The kids came from Baan Suai Lhong village,
near the Gaia Ashram project. About 12-16 kids
came to the camp each day. During the camp we
experienced different processes and new activities.
We aimed to use this opportunity to learn to
design and experiment process and activities that
would help convey the messages and the
key learning to the kids, at the same time
the kids would enjoy and have fun while
connecting with nature.
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Gaia School Asia
Educational Process:
Total awareness:
Awareness in the Mind
Awareness in the Heart
Awareness in Action
Humans have created
immense environmental
destruction to our
Earth. A lot of this
environmental
destruction comes from
our lack of awareness &
disconnectedness from
nature. Gaia School Asia
believes that education
is key in our effort to
move away from this
destructive behavior
towards a more positive
life-giving attitude.
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(Continued)

Day One :

Day Two:

Preparing for tree care

Tree Care Day

The first day we had only few kids
show up. There was some
misunderstanding amongst the kids
about the starting day of the camp.
Most kids thought it would start the
next day. However, with a few kids
that showed up we worked with them
in preparing for the camp activities.

Day two, 16 kids showed up. We did
some community building exercises and
designed our common ground or group
agreement together.

For the hands –on activities, we split
into two groups. One group went to
collect cow manure from the cowshed
and another group painted and made
Tom and two volunteers took 2 boys to signs for the tree protection fences. In
collect wood to prepare to make
the late afternoon when the sunlight
protective fences for the young trees got more gentle we all went to the
we planted with the kids last year
area along the village road where we
planted trees with the village kids the
along the village road.
previous year. We took care of the
trees by weeding, giving manure,
We decided that the first activity of
this camp would be taking care of the watering and then putting the painted
protective fences around them. These
trees we planted last year by
activities lifted the energy of the
weeding, giving them manure, water
and put protective fences to protect
place. Especially the colorful fences
express the energy of the children
them from animals, humans and to
bring respect to the trees.
strongly. The fences were painted with
messages like “ Don’t cut trees” &
While the two boys were collecting
“Love Nature”.
wood the other two kids were
preparing nametags
People who pass by might see & be
touched by these colorful fences. We
for all the kids.
belief it is yet another step that will
help bring awareness about taking care
of trees & nature in the village.
Slowly but surely.
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Day Three:
Life Around the Trees
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At Day three, we focused on
connections and biodiversity in Nature.
We started with the book: “The King
and The Tree” authored by Kate
Curtis. This book is about looking
deeply at a tree and we will see the
tree is greater then we first might
think. Because it is the home of many
beings and it is connecting with many
other elements of life. We divided kids
and the volunteers into 5 groups. Each
group got a few pages of the book to
read. Each group took turn to read
the story together. In the afternoon,
each group went out in the garden to
look for healthy trees or plants to
observe what lives or what relies on
the trees. Each group had worksheet
with them when they went observing
trees and plant. They wrote down on
the work sheet what beings they
found living around the trees. They
also wrote down their observation
what each being was doing on or
around the trees.
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Day Four:
Playing with clay and planting mango
trees
Today, we started the day playing with
clay. The kids got beautiful white clay
from the bottom of one of our ponds
the previous day when they went
swimming. We sculpted forest beings
from the clay to deepen our connection
to the forest. In this activity we
observed that some kids had really
impressive skills and imagination. One
of the boys who usually cannot focus
for very
long
especially
in
classroom
sessions &
more
mental based activities, all of a sudden
was very focused in this exercise & he
created some amazing beings out of
clay, true skill. This reinforced our
belief that we need to find diverse
ways of expression for children. Some
of the children may not be good at
expressing themselves in some ways.
There should be another way where
they feel more comfortable to express
themselves.
The second part of the day, we planted
mango trees together on the Gaia
Ashram farm.
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Day Five:
Forest Exposure
Day five, was the most exciting day for the kids. The forest-walk day. 22
children showed up for this day. The main key learning of this activity is that the
children get forest exposure. It is about
taking the kids into the forest, with their
friends, to experience the forest, to learn how
to walk through and learn through the forest.
The kids had to find their way, by following
red strings & also to find gatekeepers
(volunteers) at 5 gates. At each gate they
had to follow the instruction from the gatekeeper to be able to pass the gate and
continue to the next gate. Gate one was at the entry point of the forest. The
instruction was to pay respect to the forest and ask permission to enter the
forest, and promise to not harm the forest during this visit.
Gate 2 was to choose an area near the gate to observe as many beings as they
could fine in that area and write them down on the worksheet. Gate 3 was to go
around and find a being that each of them felt attracted to. Then they had to
act out that being for the gatekeeper to guess what it was. Gate 4 was to sit in
silence, to listen, feel and receive the energy of the forest. Gate 5 was at the
exit of the forest. This gate was to find a way to thank the forest and pay
respect to the Grandfather Tree (a huge tree) as he is representing the forest.
After the forest walk, we guided the children to draw their experience of the
forest walk & of what they felt most impressed with. They enjoyed this drawing a
lot. It carried on over lunch break.
Day Six:
Making forest beings masks and bike along the river
Following from the forest walk day, we made forest being
masks with the children using cardboard & the kids played
around with the masks. Today the Moral Bike group arrived
and joined us. They taught us about bicycles and how to
ride together as big group. We biked together along the
river to collect legume tree seeds and threw them along
the riverbank. Today we didn’t ride for too long because it was too hot.
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Day Seven:
Bicycling along the river
At the last day, we continued bicycling along the river & went much farther. The
kids made the decision on how far they wanted to go. We did better to bike
together on this day. Every one of them enjoyed the bike & we enjoyed having a
snack in the middle of the trip at a nice farm. We were offered mangos by the
friendly owner. In the afternoon the kids prepared for the celebration night. In
the evening we had a feast meal together & we had a big bonfire where the kids
performed & danced. This was the closure of the camp!

What We Found…
We found that the kids enjoyed most of the activities we organized. The heat of
the summer season was challenging. All the outdoor activities were hard for both
the kids and the volunteers to bare. At the same time we couldn’t hold the kids
indoor and in the class for too long as it was also difficult for them with the heat.
However, we were able to complete the journey together with joy, fun and some
frustrations along the way.
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We concluded that the most important learning in this camp for the kids was the
actual/direct experiences in Nature. The Nature Youth Camp gave the children
the space & freedom where they played and had fun in nature with friends. We
believe this developed a sense of security toward nature. Feeling that nature is a
save space to learn, play and have fun together with respect. This is one of the
core key learnings, the awareness Gaia School Asia tries to raise in heart of the
children. We want to provide an experience where the children feel save, trust,
fun, love and respect for Nature. With these kinds of feelings for Nature in the
hearts of the children we hope to build up the deep connection with Nature that
is a foundation of relationship with nature in practice. Building this deep Nature
Connection cannot be build in 7-days alone but we hope to work with these
children throughout the years.
When we asked the children at the end of the day and the end of the camp
what they learned or what we taught in class. They could hardly remember the
topic of it. But they strongly remembered how it felt walking through the forest,
swimming in the pond, sculpturing the clay, dancing around the fire or preparing
their own food. They remembered all the fun experiences. When we ask them
the same questions after a year or two year later they would still remember
these experiences. They remembered all the fun experiences in Nature in the
last Nature Youth Camp two years ago. They probably will remember it for long
time if the experience is really strong and powerful to them. Why is this
important? When we look at the life stories of many great deep ecologist,
environmentalists such as John Muir, Rachel Carson & Waldo Emerson or many of
us who love nature, we will find that many of them/of us, if not all, recall our
memories in nature of our childhood. Back then our hearts and minds were fresh
and pure. Our direct experience in Nature often was very strong and powerful. I
believe if we can facilitate for children to have this direct experience in & with
Nature where they will feel save, trust, fun, joy, love, care, compassion and
respect it will root this connection deeply in their hearts. And that would lead to
deep commitment to take care of nature in practice. This is what we of Gaia
School Asia believe in.
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Gaia School Asia
“With love, respect and gratitude in our hearts,
with joy and care, with the concerns we have for
the consequences of our lifestyles to nature and
all beings, with the willingness to share and bring
awareness to friends, families and others and to
deepen the love, respect and connection to nature
amongst ourselves, the children and the youth, we
founded Gaia School Asia and dedicate our work
to nature, all beings and the future generations
of our beautiful planet Earth.”
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Gaia School Asia
Contact us:
www.gaiaschoolasia.com
gaiaschoolasia@gmail.com

We would like to express our gratitude to all
those that supported the “Spirit of the Maekong
Journey”. All beings seen & unseen. We like to
thank the Spirit of the Maekong River for still
flowing strong despite all men’s destructiveness.
We would like to thank all the children that we
met along the way for their joy, innocence &
their potential.
We would like to thank all those who supported
us through the permaculture crowdfunding
platform Wethetrees & to all those who
contributed financially to Gaia School Asia
directly to make this journey happen.
May all Beings Be happy!

